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People (Pages 33 - 38)
Report of Strategic Director, Care Wellbeing and Learning

7.

Exclusion of the Press and Public
The Committee may wish to pass a resolution to exclude the press and public from the
meeting during consideration of the following item on the grounds indicated:

8.
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Government Act 1972
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Inspections by OFSTED of Gateshead Children's Homes and Regulation 44
Visits (Pages 39 - 44)
Report of Strategic Director, Care Wellbeing and Learning
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Agenda Item 2
CORPORATE PARENTING
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
13 July 2015
PRESENT:

Councillor Brain (Chair)
Councillors: Simcox, Robson and Geddes

CO-OPTED MEMBERS:
CP01

Ann Page

APOLOGIES

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Clelland, S Craig,
McNally and Oliphant and co-opted members Julie McCartney and Sasha
Ban.
CP02

MINUTES

The minutes of the meeting held on 24 March 2015 were approved as a
correct record.
CP03

CONSTITUTION

The Committee agreed the constitution of the Committee and the appointment
of the Chair and Vice Chair for the current municipal year.
RESOLVED CP04

That the information be noted.

ADOPTION ANNUAL REPORT

The Committee received a report outlining the activity of the Adoption Service
for the year ending March 2015.
It was reported that during the year 34 children were adopted, 19 of whom
were under the age of 2 years old and four were aged between 7 and 8, the
oldest to be adopted last year. The number of placement orders reduced over
the year, with only 6.7% of looked after children having a placement order
granted, this compared to 13.8% at the end of the previous year. It was noted
however that this decrease may in part be due to the changes in court
proceedings and increased placements with family members.
In terms of recruitment, judging by 2014/15 figures, it was confirmed that
adopters for 25 children are needed. To date this year there has been six
children adopted and 13 children living with adopters and 15 families have
been approved and awaiting placements, four of which will be going to the
Adoption Panel this month.
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Over the last year, two thirds of the children adopted are placed with
Gateshead approved adopters and the remaining one third are placed with
externally assessed adopters. When a child is placed in an externally
assessed placement a fee is incurred of £27,000, however as of 3 July 2015
this fee will be re-funded for children adopted who are over the age of 5, are
in a sibling group, are disabled or are from the BME community.
Two new events were held over the last year, one was held in the Civic
Centre and brought together 23 sets of adopters to share the profiles of those
children waiting for adoption. Feedback from this event was very positive and
19 expressions of interest were received from adopters. It was reported that
all but two of the children profiled at that event have now been placed. An
event was also held by the British Association of Adoption and Fostering
(BAAF) at Durham, which brought together adopters and children from across
the region. The event was an adoption party, with a princess and pirate
theme, and provided an opportunity for adopters to identify any potential
matches. The feedback from this event was very positive and all four
Gateshead children who attended have now been placed. In addition, three
sets of Gateshead adopters who attended the event have been placed with
children from outside of Gateshead.
It was reported that Government has invested £19.3 million to a National
Adoption Support Fund. This is available to all local authorities to be used
towards paying for essential therapy services for adoptive children. So far,
Gateshead has had two successful applications, securing approximately
£2,000 for a block of therapy sessions. It was acknowledged that there will be
a challenge in terms of identifying where therapy will come from.
In terms of recruitment activity it was noted that radio campaigns and bill
board advertising have been effective means of advertising.
It was noted that Fostering for Adoption involves a child being placed with his
or hers prospective adopters during the assessment process. During the year
there have been five placements, three went through to adoption and two are
still places with a view to eventual adoption. It was reported that there has
been mixed feedback around Fostering for Adoption and additional support
has been put in place for those families. It was agreed that a case study on
this would be brought back to October’s Committee.
In relation to disruption of adoption placements it was reported that there was
only one breakdown last year. The child has now been placed in residential
care in Cumbria and a meeting has been held to discuss this, it was noted
that good lessons have been learnt from this case.
In the coming year the focus will be on recruitment of adopters for older
children, sibling groups and disabled children. Also, there will be focus on the
regionalisation of adoption services to pool resources, discussions are
currently ongoing with regional partners about this.
It was queried whether the £27,000 charge incurred for external placements
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was reasonable. It was confirmed that this is reflective of the actual cost and
is a reasonable estimate, it was noted that this figure was following regional
agreement. The point was made that it would always be preferable to use
Gateshead adopters because the assessments have been carried out by
Gateshead, however most authorities have an excess of adopters so this is a
way of encouraging placements.
It was questioned which event was the best approach. It was noted that both
were positive, however it would depend on the individual child as to which
would be more beneficial.
It was acknowledged that there is a surplus of adopters for single babies and
it was queried whether there is any way to target recruitment to people who
are willing to adopt others. It was confirmed that prospective adopters are
spoken to at events to look at changing their mindsets, however people
cannot be forced.
It was confirmed that there were 6 adopters last year who asked to be
assessed as adopters for children they were currently looking after, one of
whom was over 8 years old and one who was an 11 year old child with
disabilities. It was also confirmed that there were five children externally
matched to Gateshead adopters.
RESOLVED -

CP05

That the Committee was satisfied with the performance of
the adoption service in 2014/15 and noted the
implications for the service of the adoption reforms as
they are implemented.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES FOR CARE
LEAVERS

The Committee received a report providing an overview of the education,
employment and training (EET) support available for LAC and care leavers
post 16.
It was confirmed that the local authority has a statutory responsibility to
support care leavers up until the age of 21, or up 25 if they are in education or
training. Looked after young people are assessed from the age of 16, when
they are allocated a personal adviser. The adviser assesses and makes
plans to ensure the young person is receiving the necessary support up until
they are 21 or 25, depending on their circumstances. The local authority also
has a responsibility to ensure a looked after child or care leaver has suitable
accommodation. Suitable accommodation can include, staying put, returning
to birth family, supported accommodation or taster flats.
A breakdown of the number of young people aged 19-21 in EET was
provided. In 2014 in Gateshead this was 58%, which equated to 57 young
people from a cohort of 98. It was noted that the North East average was
49% and the overall England average was 45%.
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It was reported that in the current cohort, five young people have gone on to
University. Young people are also supported by Connexions Careers
Advisers who support 13-19 year olds through transition. The Connexions
Advisers will record the support and choices made by looked after children in
their Personal Education Plan (PEP).
The Committee received a breakdown of progressions of looked after children
from year 12 onwards compared to those young people who are not looked
after. It was reported that there is a decline of LAC staying in Sixth Form
compared to other young people and more are moving onto college.
Concerns were noted that not as much support is available to these young
people at college compared to the support that can be provided at school
sixth forms. NEET figures for LAC are higher in comparison to non LAC,
however it was reported that on further investigation the majority of young
people in the NEET cohort have been engaged in a positive destination upon
leaving school. Therefore, it was acknowledged that more needs to be done
in terms of supporting these young people into maintaining such destinations.
It was acknowledged that a lot of work has been carried out to support LAC
and care leavers post 16. However it was noted that more needs to be done
in terms of using powers to link these young people in to the ‘family firm’ and
ensure better placements can be offered. It was queried what the Council
currently does for these young people and it was suggested that there is a
need for a Corporate Parent Action Plan. It was noted that this has been
addressed previously, for example through Pathways to Work, this issue has
been raised with Economic Development to look at generating further activity.
It was queried how many apprenticeships were offered this year. It was
confirmed that only two care leavers this year went into apprenticeships,
these apprenticeships were out of the area. The Committee felt that if no LAC
are going through apprenticeships in Gateshead this needs to be addressed.
It was acknowledged that this is currently being looked at with officers in the
Council. It was suggested that there are also opportunities to approach
consortiums to raise awareness as an authority of the support needed for
these young people. It was agreed that figures around apprenticeships would
be included in future reports.
The point was made that if there are problems where schools do not have
sixth forms and therefore there is a lack of continued support, this should be
looked at on entry to secondary schools. It was acknowledged that this is
more about young people’s choices rather than the sixth forms not being
available. It was noted that often young people choose to leave school and
there is a challenge in terms of replicating that support in other settings.
It was confirmed that the detail on the budget around grants is not yet known,
however it would be expected that there would be an exclusion category for
LAC. It was also noted that student loans are potentially a good option for
those young people going to university as paying back is dependent on
income. Additionally it was noted that discussions are being held with
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housing around the impact of changes to housing benefits for under 25 year
olds, however the finer detail of these changes are not yet known.
It was questioned if there were no LAC going straight into employment from
full time education. It was confirmed that there was approximately 0.3% of
LAC going straight into employment.
It was also questioned whether there were any care leavers in unsupported
tenancies. It was confirmed that at the age of 16 each LAC is appointed a
Personal Adviser who will work through pathways on an individual basis,
however ultimately the decision rests with the young person. Taster flats are
made available to those young people who want to gain independence, this
provides support and stops rent arrears accruing, however some young
people choose to take their own tenancies. Floating support is offered for
those young people who take their own tenancies. It was recognised that
recently the trend is for young people to stay put, it is thought that this is due
to the staying put arrangements which will see more young people staying in
placement until they are 21. It was acknowledged that this provides relief for
a lot of young people.
The suggestion was made that Trade Unions should be approached about
training their work place representatives around the special circumstances of
care leavers and how to support them in the workplace. It was agreed that
officers would look into this possibility.
RESOLVED -

CP06

That targets should be set to monitor the number
of LAC being able to access apprenticeships within
the Council and organisations in the Gateshead
Family.

(ii)

With the addition of the above action, the
Committee was satisfied with the proposed future
plans to develop support for Care Leavers into
training and employment.

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC

RESOLVED -

CP07

(i)

That the press and public be excluded from the meeting
during consideration of the remaining business in
accordance with the indicated paragraphs of Schedule
12A to the Local Government Act 1972.

INSPECTIONS BY OFSTED OF GATESHEAD CHILDREN’S
HOMES AND REGULATION 44 VISITS

The Committee received a report on the Ofsted inspection outcomes and
regulation 44 independent visits carried out in the Council’s children’s homes.
The reports written as a result of the visits are circulated to the Service
Director, Social Work, Children and Families, Service Manager for Looked
After Children and the Registered Manager of each Home.
RESOLVED That the information be noted.
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Agenda Item 4
CORPORATE PARENTING
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
5 October 2015
TITLE OF REPORT: Looked After Children Performance Overview
REPORT OF:

David Bunce, Strategic Director Care, Wellbeing and
Learning

Purpose
1.
This report provides a summary update in relation to performance for
looked after children’s services showing comparative data and analysis
for current performance for 2015/16 and additionally provides a
snapshot of some of the activities and achievements that our young
people have been involved in.
Background
2.
At 10th September 2015 there were 373 children and young people
who are classed as being Looked After. Since March 2015, when the
end of year figure stood at 340, we have experienced an increase of
9.7% in the number of looked after children. The graph below provides
a representation of the numbers of looked after children since 2012
and shows a decrease experienced in those numbers during 2012-13
when they started to stabilise and then in Q1 2015 when they started to
increase.
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3.

The age and gender of looked after children are shown below.
Numbers of children aged 3-5 and those aged 9-11 has remained the
same. The number of those looked after aged 2 and under has
increased by 17% (from 52 to 61). We have also seen an increase in
the number of males in this age group (from 22 to 34).

4.

There has been a 13% increase in the number of 6-8 year olds (46 to
52), again, the number of males has increased (from 28 to 36).

5.

Whilst the 12-14 age group has seen only a slight increase (66 to 68),
the gender profile has seen some changes; number of females has
decreased from 32 to 27 and the number of males have increased from
34 to 41.

6.

The numbers aged 15-17 has increased from 105 to 112, the numbers
of females increasing from 53 to 56 and the numbers of males
increasing from 52 to 56.
Age of LAC as at 10th September 2015
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7.

The legal status of children and young people is shown below. The
majority of young people are accommodated under a care order (56%).

8.

There has been a 12.5% increase in the number of looked after
children with accommodated under a S20 and there has been a slight
reduction in the number of LAC with placement orders (reduced from
30 to 28).
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Legal status of LAC as at 10th September 2015
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We know that the stability of young people’s placements is important in
ensuring they have positive outcomes. In Gateshead whilst there
remain a number of children for whom stability is difficult due to the
additional needs they have, the overall performance in relation to
affording young people stability is good. At the end of August there
were 13 out of 372 children looked after who had 3 or more placement
moves (3.5%). At the same time last year there were 8 out of a total of
341 Looked after children (2.4%).
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% of looked after children with three or more placements during the year
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10.

In addition to this measure of stability we also look at the stability of
those children who have been in long term placements. 110 children
out of the 132 children who have been looked after for over 2 and a
half years remain in the same placement (83.3%). At this point last
year there were 91 out of 127 children in the same placement (71.7%).

11.

A number of initiatives have been developed to ensure the focus on
providing high quality stable placements is maintained including
permanence practice, training for foster carers that support placement
stability such as behaviour management and payment for skills
fostering initiative which was introduced in April 2013.
% of looked after children living continuously in the same placement for 2 years
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12.
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140 children and young people, 37.5% of the total number of LAC, are
placed Out of Borough, this has reduced from 40% in February 2015.
Of those the majority, 113, are placed in foster care, of those young
people 17 are in Independent Foster Care placements. Most of the
placements remain within the region with only 14 young people placed
further afield, 5 of whom are in placements in Barnet in order to support
their Jewish identity.

Placement type of LAC placed OOB as at 10th
September 2015
Foster placement
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13.

There are 25 children placed in Independent Fostering placements 18
are outside the Borough; of those 7 are in Sunderland, 4 in Durham, 2
in Northumberland, 2 in North Tyneside, 2 in Sheffield and 1 in
Newcastle.

14.

Number of children in residential placements including secure
placements 19, 5 placed in Durham, 3 in Newcastle, 3 in Lancashire, 3
in Cumbria, 2 In Northumberland 1 in the secure unit Kyloe House, 2 in
Sunderland and 1 in Middlesbrough.

15.

There are three looked after young people who have missed their LAC
review (99.1%), two of these cases relate to two siblings. The quality
and degree of their engagement in reviews is mixed with many children
and young people seen outside the meeting just prior to their review.
IROs are increasingly trying to meet with children and young people
prior to their review.

Adoption
16.

During April and August 2015 there were 9 adoptions that took place,
of which 5 were within the best interest date timescale (56%). At the
same point last year there were 15 adoptions, of which 10 were within
time (66.7%).
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Responsible Officer: Debra Patterson
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17.

Our performance measure for timeliness within adoption is challenging.
We are waiting for the most recent figures to be published from The
Government’s adoption scorecard.

18.

We are expecting to see an increase in the time it takes to match a
child to an adoptive family once the court has granted a placement
order. Calculated on a three year rolling average, the provisional figure
for 2013-14-15 is 255 days, an increase from the previous 3 year figure
of 210 days

19.

There were a total of 34 children who were adopted during 2014-15
Within this group of children we had 2 sibling groups of 3, in one of
these groups 2 were aged 6 and 7 at the time of matching. The original
plan was to place the siblings separately but the two younger siblings
were ultimately placed together, however in order to ensure this was
the most appropriate plan for the children more time was needed to
assess the viability of a joint placement.

20.

In another group of 3 siblings, two were placed together but because of
the ages of the children (5, 6&7) external family finding was required. In
2 other cases the foster carer came forward with the intention to adopt,
so further assessments were required, in one case the foster carer
requested a delay in the process due to the behaviour of the young
boy.

21.

There were 4 groups of 2 siblings adopted. 2 older siblings were placed
together (boys aged 4 and 6) and in another case a young boy had
health issues and needed an operation, which was undertaken before
family finding commenced.

22.

Separate to this we also had children that were adopted via fostering to
adopt placements.

Care Leavers
23.
An increasing focus is being placed on care leavers and the
responsibility of Local Authorities to ensure they transition well into
adulthood. As a result we are now responsible for monitoring young
people’s accommodation and work or education status for young
people aged 18,19, 20 and 21 years.
Care Leavers in Suitable Accommodation
24.
There are 191 young people who will turn 18, 19, 20 or 21 during 201516, of which 59 have already had their birthday, we can confirm that of
those 59 there are 49 who are in suitable accommodation (83%). There
are 2 YP not in suitable accommodation who are in custody. There are
8 YP who we are not in touch with either because they refuse contact
or no longer require services but have been reported as not being in
suitable accommodation for the purpose of this indicator.
Care leavers in Education Employment or Training
25.
There are 191 young people who will turn 18, 19, 20 or 21 during 201516, of which 59 have already had their birthday, we can confirm there
are 27 who are in some form of employment, education or training
(45.8%).
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The breakdown of those in some form of EET is:
Age 18- 7/13 (54%)
Age 19- 10/18 (77%)
Age 20 -7/19 (54%)
Age 21- 3/9 (23%)
Participation
26.

At the beginning of September a new service was launched to provide
a simple and accessible way for looked after children to give their
views. The service is called - MOMO (Mind of My Own), and is an
award winning APP that helps children and young people express their
opinions more clearly by making it easy for them to send social workers
their “MOMO statement”. They can use it to prepare for meetings,
request a change to their care or to ask for a problem to be sorted out.

27.

It works by prompting them to enter their views, structuring what they
say into a statement and delivering that statement to their social worker
or other member of their care team electronically.

28.

It gives children confidence to express their views, communicate a
problem if they don’t feel safe and forces their views into the heart of
the decision making processes. MOMO can be used on a normal
computer, as well as iPhones and Android devices.

29.

MOMO is now being used by 26 other Local Authorities and has been
selected as a finalist by the Children and young people now
magazine’s panel of professionals and young people in two award
categories. The Children in Care Award and the Advice & Guidance
Award.

30.

Since its launch we have already had a number of young people use
the application as a result Gateshead has been highlighted in a recent
MOMO newsletter as having received five MOMO statements in our
first week. By the end of week two 12 young people had used MOMO
to get their views heard. MOMO anticipate that where Local Authorities
are they will receive 70 responses within 3 months, in Gateshead we
are confident this will be exceeded.

31.

Gateshead continues to support its children and young people to
access a broad range of activities to enhance their development and
broaden their experiences.

Northumbria Gliding Club
32.

In August 2015 a second group of young people were given the
opportunity to take part in a trial lesson at Northumbria Gliding Club in
Chopwell. Each young person was offered a 20-30 minute flight with an
instructor. The young people were given the opportunity to take control
of the glider during their flight. All of the young people (and some of the
supporting staff) who took part and thoroughly enjoyed the experience.
The visit was organised to provide a new experience which would
enhance the young people’s confidence.
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Expressive arts Group
33.

Children’s Services funded the Gateway Studio Project to deliver a 32
week expressive arts programme. The group completed a GCSE
qualification in expressive arts. For their final pieces, young people
danced, created chalk art, used photography, created a puppet show,
wrote poetry and learned to play the guitar.

34.

The group included young people aged between 12 and 17. The young
people achieved two B’s, one C and two D GCSE grades.

35.

Children’s services have commissioned Gateway to deliver another
year of the expressive arts GCSE; however we are waiting for Gateway
to find a new venue to deliver from.

36.

Feedback from foster carers
a. The girl I look after struggles with her self-esteem and her confidence
is easily knocked however this has improved significantly since starting
her GCSE with Gateway. Martin really understood her behaviours
responding well to difficult situations this brought out the best in her as
well as giving her praise and recognition for her progress. Everyone at
Gateway was fully supportive and encouraged her to join in with all
opportunities.
b. She was always eager to attend and got more than just a qualification
out of the course. It has helped her concentration and boosted her
confidence by giving her an outlet for her creativity and an activity to
look forward to.
c. She has really enjoyed the time she has spent on the course and it has
definitely increased her self-esteem as well as gaining a GCSE in
Year7! This was a great opportunity and I would encourage carers to
get other young people to give it a try.

37.

Photography
The Catherine Cookson Foundation funded a photography workshop
for looked after children. The workshop was themed around the issues
raised from the Beowulf project. The young people spent two days
working with Lindsay Duncanson using their own devices to take the
photographs. The group learned how to take better pictures and how to
think about what they were doing whilst framing their pictures.
The young people selected a number of their images to exhibit at St
Marys Heritage Centre. Whilst the photographs were being prepared
for the display, a member of the public who was browsing through the
images and wanted to buy a copy of one of the young people’s
photographs, testament to the talent a number of the young people
showed.
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Advocacy
38.

Gateshead provides support to children and young people to ensure
they have every opportunity to express their views and have them
heard. This can be through independent advocacy commissioned by
the local authority or through our own children’s rights officer who
provides advice and support to young people in a more informal way.

39.

Child A
Child A was placed in an Independent Fostering Agency Placement
and was unsure about the plans for his future. Chris visited with the
Independent Reviewing Officer to gather his views for his Looked After
Review. Child A was happy in placement, however did not understand
what the plans were for his future. Chris represented the young man in
his Review and then supported him to attend at the end of his review.
Chris has subsequently supported Child A whilst his Social Worker
explained the Authorities plans for his long term care.

40.

Child B
Child B is 9 year of age. She and her younger siblings were brought
into care following various concerns for the children’s safety. Child B’s
mum worked with the social worker and addressed the issues raised
and the younger children were returned to her care. At this time Child B
told her social worker that she did not want to return home and wanted
to remain living with her foster carer. Chris and Gillian worked with her
to gather her views and used various resources including puppets and
specialist IPad apps to find out why she wanted to remain in care. Her
views were shared with her care team and also fed into her LAC
review. Child B has remained in care.

41.

Additionally there are 10 children/young people accessing our
commissioned independent advocacy service.

Recommendation
42.

For the Overview and Scrutiny Committee to consider and comment on
the contents of this report.

CONTACT: Ann Day, Service Manager
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EXT: 3484

Agenda Item 5
CORPORATE PARENTING
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
5 October 2015
TITLE OF REPORT:

Gateshead Fostering Service

REPORT OF:

David Bunce, Strategic Director Care, Wellbeing
and Learning

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides an update on Gateshead’s Fostering Service, highlighting the
progress made over the last 12 months and the plan for developing the service.

Policy Context
The information and proposals in this report are in line with the Council’s statutory
duties and with the outcomes for children and young people set out in the
Corporate Plan, the Children and Young People’s Plan and Gateshead’s
Sustainable Community Strategy - Vision 2030.
The Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted) is
responsible for registration, regulation and inspection of services for young people.
All schools, early years provision, children’s residential care, fostering and adoption
services must be registered and have regular assessments and inspections. This
applies to all providers in the public, private and voluntary sectors
Background
The National Fostering Standards for England were written to ensure that looked
after children, birth families, prospective/approved foster carers and the general
public understand what they can expect from the fostering services. Many of the
National Fostering Standards restate what is already required either by primary
legislation or regulations in which case both local authorities and Voluntary
Fostering Agencies must comply with them. The national minimum standards help
the registration authorities in determining whether the fostering agency is meeting
the relevant regulatory requirements.
Inspection and regulation by external and independent agencies assists with
ensuring that children and young people are achieving the best possible outcomes
and are being kept safe and free from harm. Monitoring of Service outcomes and
Inspection and regulation reports also give an independent account to local citizens
on how well services are doing and how public money is being spent.
In April 2011 the Government published new National Minimum Standards and
Regulations for Fostering Services in England. Whilst there is no requirement
under the regulations for the executive side of the local authority to receive written
reports on the performance of its fostering service, it is deemed good practice to
produce an annual report in order to monitor the management and outcomes of the
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Service and ensure that the agency is effective and achieving good outcomes for
the children in its care.
Whilst there is no guidance on what should be covered in the report, there should
be sufficient information on all activities undertaken by the fostering service
including information relating to service development.
The annual report for April 2014 –March 2015 is attached and gives an update on
the activities and progress of the fostering service.

Recommendation
That the Corporate Parenting OSC is asked to consider and comment on the
content of this report.

Contact: Jill Little

Tel: 4332848
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April 2014 - March 2015
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“Is it easy? Not always...
...Is it worth it?
Absolutely”

Fostering Service
Gateshead Council,
Regent Street,
Civic Centre, Gateshead NE8 1HH
Telephone: 0191 433 8333
Email: adoptionandfostering@gateshead.gov.uk
Website: www.gateshead.gov.uk/fostering

Different Formats
If you require this information in a different format such as Large Print,
Braille, on CD/Audio/MP3 or in a different language please contact
0191 433 6388

June 2015
August 2014

FA2/MC/JUNE15

Fostering Service
Annual Report

Introduction

The Fostering Service

As Lead Member for Children and Young People in Gateshead and Strategic Director of Care, Wellbeing and
Learning we hold the responsibility to ensure that children requiring fostering receive good quality services
which will support them.

The Fostering Service staff team is made up of the Team Manager, 2 Assistant Team Managers, 15 Supervising
Social Workers, an Education Worker who liaises with the REALAC team and schools in the area, a Support Worker
who engages with children and young people in the community on a one-to-one basis and a Recruitment and
Marketing officer.

Foster carers play a vital role in helping children make sense of their past and enjoy their new future.
Our Fostering Service and team of foster carers work together to ensure children are offered safe, nurturing
family homes where they can achieve their potential and enjoy their childhood.
This 2014/15 Fostering Annual Report of Gateshead
Council highlights some of the fantastic progress
the fostering service has made over the past year.
41 new foster carers have been approved, a record
number of carers have achieved their Level 3
Diploma in child care and 26 carers have completed
their Training support and development standards
for the Children & Young People’s Workforce this
year. We look forward to building on this work and
continuing to improve outcomes for children and
families in Gateshead.

The team is supported by a Business Support unit with dedicated support to foster carer payments, panel and
duty administration.

Gateshead Council seeks to continuously improve
outcomes for Looked After Children in order to
improve their life chances and opportunities.
These outcomes are closely linked to placement
stability and ensuring that children have placement
choice and are matched and placed with the right
carers.
Gateshead Council’s Fostering Service has
placement stability above the National average,
which needs recognising and celebrating. Nationally
and regionally there are a number of reasons why
foster cares leave or decide to retire. In Gateshead
this is no different, but what is different is the
number of years people remain foster carers for us.
This is heartening to see and we thank all involved in
making this happen.
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Over the last year the number of Looked After Children in Gateshead has ranged from 334 to 372 with the
majority of these children being placed with in-house foster carers. During the year from April 2014 to March
2015 the Fostering Service has provided in-house fostering placements to a total of 412 children and young
people.

Councillor Angela Douglas

David Bunce

Cabinet Member for Children and Young People

Strategic Director Care, Wellbeing and Learning
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Many of the children leaving care throughout the year are those who are already living with relatives under
Fostering Regulations where other legal orders are obtained to secure their permanence with that family i.e.
Special Guardianship or Residence Orders. This does not free up any fostering placements within the Service
and consequently resources and placements have continued to be limited. This issue of limited placement
capacity is not unique to Gateshead as the Fostering Network estimates that there is a shortfall of 8,750 fostering
placements across the whole of the U.K.
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Payment for Skills

The Foster Carers

Gateshead Council seeks to continuously improve outcomes for Looked After Children in order to improve their
life chances and opportunities. These outcomes are closely linked to the achievement of placement stability and
ensuring that children have placement choice and are subsequently matched and placed with the right carers.
These factors were at the heart of the Payment for Skills scheme (PFS) which was developed to operate through
a payment model that clearly defines the expectations and in September 2012 the scheme was approved by
Cabinet for implementation within the Service.

At 31st March 2015 there were 198 approved fostering households comprising 350 foster carers, an increase
on the previous year. During the year ending 31 March 2015, 50 new fostering households were approved at
Fostering Panel, with 43 being deregistered.

The aims of the scheme have been to:
•

attract more foster families

•

improve the quality of the Service

•

reduce the number of independent fostering placements

•

reduce the overall cost of LAC placements
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There are four payment levels within the scheme structure; Level 1 being the lowest level of payment and Level
4 being the highest. The highest level of payment is based on the areas of greatest skills which are required in
order to undertake the necessary care tasks. The payment levels were implemented for new and existing foster
carers during the Summer of 2013 and all foster carers are now on one of the four levels, linked to their skills,
knowledge and competencies. This evidence based approach is also being used in the assessment of new foster
carers, with the Fostering Panel linking the recommendation of approval of new carers with the Payment for
Skills level.

The Fostering Service provides a wide range of resources including short break and emergency, short term, task
centred and long term/permanent placements for Looked After Children and Young People. The Service also
provides short breaks to families who have a child with a disability through the Home from Home scheme and
we also have a growing number of foster carers who are providing placements for extended family members
or connected children. Many foster carers can offer more than one type of placement, which increases the
flexibility within the Service regarding the types of placements we can offer.

TYPE OF CARE												

NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS

Short Break 															6
Short Term															81
Task Centred															4
Long Term/Permanent												67
Home from Home													

13

Connected Person													27

The majority of foster carers (98%) within Gateshead
come from a White British ethnic background;
however we also have fostering households from
the Pakistani and Orthodox Jewish communities
This reflects the shortage of foster carers from ethnic
minorities that is experienced nationally. Though
a high proportion (90%) of children in placement
during the year ending March 2015 were White,
our carers also provided placements for those from
other ethnic groups.
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We continue to have a high proportion of older foster carers within the Service. 53% (105) of main carers within
fostering households are over the age of 50 and currently provide approximately 56% of the potential available
full time placements.
It is anticipated that over the next 5 years between 10 - 15% of these older foster carers will retire and therefore
it is a priority for us to ensure that we recruit enough new carers not only to replace those retiring but also to
increase the overall numbers of fostering households to between 200 and 230. This would provide a significant
increase in placement choice and assist in reducing the numbers of children being placed in Independent
Fostering Agencies.

The Fostering Service has recruited a significant number of new foster carers in the last 5 years, with 46% (92)
of fostering households having 2 years or less service with the Authority. This number also includes Connected
Person carers for specific named children. We also have a cohort of very experienced foster carers, with 13% of
our fostering households having over 15 years service. 3 households have been fostering for at least 30 years.

Connected person
This area of work continues to increase as more children are being placed with family members, and given the
tight timescales for assessments panel are monitoring these closely to ensure compliance with the regulations.
To ensure compliance with regulations, two members of the team are leading on this area of work.
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The service recognises that these carers are often dealing with complex family situations and have implemented
special support groups for connected person carers. We have also developed strong regional links with the
national support group Grandparents Plus, with two of our connected person carers being regional mentors for
this group.
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Referrals for Placements
Gateshead’s social work teams made 345 referrals to the Fostering Service for placements between 1 April 2014
and 31 March 2015. This is an increase of 7% on the previous year. Of these referrals, 242 (70%) placements were
eventually made and 103 (30%) were withdrawn by social workers as alternative arrangements were made for
the children in question.

The majority of placement referrals from social work teams are for emergency requests where placements are
needed on the day that the referral is submitted, 6% are needed for the following day and 8% are needed within
2-5 days. 23% of referrals were needed after six days.
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April, October and March saw the highest number of referrals during the year. During April 3 groups of 3 siblings
were placed. During October there were 2 groups of 3 and 4 groups of 2 and in March there were 3 groups of
3 and 4 groups of 2. The highest demand for placements during the year has been on the 10-15 years range,
which influenced the marketing campaign to attract more carers for older children in particular teenagers.
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Over the year 31 sibling groups were referred to the Service for a total of 74 children. In general requests are
primarily to keep siblings together. This is often difficult to achieve given the size of sibling groups referred and
has resulted in a number of sibling groups being placed in Independent Fostering placements. However, in
the last year there have only been 6 sibling groups placed separately, 3 of which were initially requested to be
placed this way.

SIZE OF SIBLING GROUP				

NUMBER REFERRED		

TOTAL CHILDREN

1											

144

2											

19							

38

3											

12							

36
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Independent Fostering Placements
Occasionally, due to the type of placements requested and the availability of our own foster carers we are
unable to place children in house. In this event the Service commissions placements through external
independent fostering agencies, which are more expensive than placing a child with our own foster carers.
All Independent Fostering placements are approved and monitored by the regular External Placements Panel
which is chaired by Debra Patterson, Service Director - Social Work. Every effort is made to keep the use of these
placements to a minimum, and also to return children to our own foster placements as soon as possible.

Recruitment and Retention
Enquiries
In the year to 31 March 2015 the Service received a total of 309 enquiries, a decrease of 35% on the previous
year. The number of fostering households approved at panel has however increased from 37 (2013-2014) to 41
(2014-2015).

However if there are ongoing care proceedings the Service is often directed by Court to leave the children in
their placements until these proceedings are concluded.
As of 31st March 2015, Gateshead had commissioned Independent Fostering Placements for 22 children.
Of the 16 new placements commissioned during the last financial year, six of these placements were needed
for teenagers with complex and challenging behaviour where there were no in house foster carers with the
necessary skills or space to accommodate them.
Several sibling groups were also placed in Independent placements where the requirement from social workers
was to keep the children together and it was not possible to do this within the Service.
However, out of the 16 new Independent Placements commissioned between 1st April 2014 and 31st March
2015, 12 of these also ended during same period. Targeted recruitment has taken place over the year in an
attempt to increase the number of teenage placements Gateshead can offer.
To the period 31 March 2015 Independent placements ended for a total of 25 children which helped the
Service’s aim of reducing Independent placements.

REASONS FOR PLACEMENT ENDINGS:

NUMBER OF CHILDREN
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Rehabilitated Home											3
Adopted														4
Placed with Family Members									

2

Moved to Residential Placement								

2

Moved to Supported Lodgings/Independent Living		

2

Carers transferred to Gateshead Fostering					

7

Moved to In-house Placement									

4

Refused Placement												1
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Conversion Rate

Application outcomes

The Local Authority Fostering Service benchmark for 2015 shows that nationally 11% of enquiries proceed to
approved foster carers. The Service has a higher than average conversion rate of 13%, so although there have
been less enquiries, a higher percentage of prospective carers have been approved.

Since June 2014 the service has been monitoring the outcomes of all enquiries. Of the 263 enquiries recorded in
this way just under half proceeded to the next stage of assessment (129).
It is hoped that through using current carers more throughout the recruitment process, applicants can gain a
more realistic insight into what fostering is all about. Promotion where possible does now site that carers would
need to have a spare room and the time to commit to a child.

Recruitment process
The number of families attending information evenings and being offered a home visit has significantly reduced
this year. This in part is due to a larger number of potential applicants being counselled out an earlier stage of
the enquiry process. The initial enquiry interview conducted over the phone is now more robust, resulting in less
people progressing to the next stage.

The service recognises that all enquiries need to be dealt with in a timely manner and wherever possible
this should be dealt with on the day the person phones fostering. This has not always been achieved and 52
applicants were unable to be contacted by the service and follow up letters were sent to these people.
This service is aware that this is not ideal and potential carers could be lost and have adapted the process.
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Whenever possible potential applicants are immediately transferred to a Duty worker to do the initial enquiry
and there is also a back up duty worker every afternoon to help in this process. A leaflet has also produced to
alleviate any fears and concerns which is sent out with follow up letters to potential applicants.

Results
									COUNSELLED OUT				

WITHDRAWN

TOTAL

Unrealistic expectations		19									

5			

24 (29%)

Housing

6			

19 (23%)

13									

Availability

						10									

7			

17 (21%)

Finance

							8									

1		

9 (11%)

Relationships					3									

1			

4 (5%)

Other checks
Health							

					
3
2									

1			

3 (4%)

DBS Checks						1									

0			

1 (1%)

Not recorded																	

In line with other local authorities and agencies the
recruitment process will be changed over the next
financial year removing the information evening
stage completely.
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3 (4%)

2 (2%)

This will mean that potential applicants will be
offered a home visit following a successful initial
enquiry. The service is aiming to achieve this within
10 working days and this will start in July 2015

FOSTERING SERVICE ANNUAL REPORT

Carers Alyson and Colin Alvers who feature in a video testimonial
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Television Advert
A 30 second television advert specifically looking to recruit foster carers for teenagers ran for ten days on ITV
from 26 November 2014. This included 9 peak time spots and 16 spots off-peak time and was supported by a
two week campaign on local channel Made in Tyne and Wear.
The advert had a regional focus with an emotive call to action and was designed to appeal to people who may
have teenagers of their own or ‘empty nesters’. 16 enquirers cited seeing the advert in November, 20 enquirers
cited seeing the advert in December, 4 in January and 4 in February.

Careers Event
The television advert was followed by a careers
event in January 2015 which also had a specific
focus on attracting carers for teenagers. The event
gave the prospective foster carers the opportunity
to hear from and talk to current foster carers.

Careers Event, Gateshead International Stadium, 2014.

Current carers supported this event sharing their
moving accounts of what they have achieved
through fostering encouraging others to make the
huge step and submit an application. 22 households
attended the careers event with 16 enquiries
submitted. 6 initial home visits took place as a direct
result of the event.

From 31 October 2014 until 5 January 2015 there
was also a 36% increase in website page views
compared to the previous year.
A google Adwords campaign generated 90 clicks
from 1,277 impressions (the amount of times the ad
has been viewed on Google search results) during
this period.

Skills to Foster Preparation training
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Skills to Foster Preparation training for prospective foster carers is planned by the Service in advance and is
held at least every 6 to 8 weeks depending on the number of prospective applicants. 27 families attended this
training during the year.
This is a priority area for the Service and has already been planned for the next 12 months.

Promotional activity
Promotional activity at the start of the year included adverts in the Council News publication, Bridge banners
and an advertising campaign on local bus and metros. There was significant activity for Foster Care Fortnight
with the Service having a presence in leisure facilities and supermarkets across Gateshead.
Enquiries over the summer months were low, and with a specific shortage of carers for teenage placements a
high level marketing campaign was devised over the Autumn and launched in November 2014.
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Filming of TV advert, October 2014.
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Video Testimonials

Retention

The target of recruiting 30 new carers was met by
the end of January 2015 but to ensure a steady flow
of applicants being approved into the next financial
year is achieved five video testimonials from a range
of carers were produced to promote all key areas of
the service (payment, training, support and ease of
application). The carers that helped with this project,
allowing our film crew into their homes and lives to
provide real life insight into what being a foster carer
is really all about were recognised by the service at
the Annual Foster Carers Award Ceremony for their
support to the service.

Retention of existing foster carers is also a high
priority for the Fostering Service and foster carers are
provided with extensive support and training.
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Promotional material commissioned to run through
April will specifically drive traffic to the online
testimonials and advertise another careers event
planned for May 2015. Data collected from the
past years enquiries informed the promotional
mix chosen for this work. This included bridge
banners, advertising on local transport, a new
online campaign and a radio campaign which will
specifically feature some of the testimonials.

Facebook advertising campaign
For the first time the Service has run a Facebook
advertising campaign to promote the testimonial
videos. During March the testimonial videos were
watched over 3000 times, and the videos and a
series of related adverts have made over 300,000
impressions (appeared on 300,000 pages).
People have been interacting with the adverts by
posting comments, liking and sharing the content.
So far there have been 266 Likes, 36 Comments and
55 shares. There have been 9 related leads to date
which is considered a good number for a campaign
of this type.

Each fostering household is reviewed on an annual
basis, chaired by an Independent Reviewing Officer
(IRO). This process uses feedback from the foster
carers, children in placement and children within
the fostering family, as well as the carers’ supervising
social worker and social workers for children who
are and who have been placed with the foster
carers. This feedback is valued by the service and is
used to develop and improve the service

Training
The service continues to develop the training
offered to all approved foster carers. These include
specialist subjects such as Attachment, Child
Protection Awareness, Equality and Diversity,
Emergency First Aid, Level 1 Food Hygiene, Life Story
Work, Promoting Positive Behaviour, Recording Skills
and Safer Caring Training.
Full time foster carers are expected to complete
these courses within the first 12 months of their
approval, and Home from Home and respite carers
are given 18 months to complete these.
Foster carers are also encouraged to attend further
training through their fostering career.
These courses, as well as any refresher training they
require are identified through discussions with
their supervising social worker and forms their
professional development plan. This is also linked to
the payment for skills criteria and levels.
Following feedback from approved foster carers the
service will begin to deliver four of the mandatory
training courses for people in the assessment
process. This is due to be implemented in the
summer of 2015 and will be monitored and
reviewed to ensure it is being utilised and helps
prepare new foster carers for the role.

All foster carers under the Fostering regulations
have to complete their Training, Support and
Development (TSD) Standards for Foster Carers
within 12 months of approval. This year 26 foster
carers achieved this. Preparation training and regular
workshops are provided for foster carers to help
them with the information they need to be able to
complete their portfolio, along with giving them
practical hints and tips on gathering evidence and
information.

Support Groups

The service also requires all foster carers on Payment
for Skills level 2 or above to complete their Level
3 Diploma for the Children and Young People’s
Workforce. 36 foster carers completed this during
2014 -15 All of the carers who completed their TSD
or Diploma were presented with certificates for their
achievements at the Foster Carer Awards Ceremony.

A consultation with foster carers took place in the
Autumn of 2014 to help develop the support groups
and to find out what carers would like from future
support groups. This information has been used by
the service to shape the format and frequency of
the groups.

Each foster carer now has a tailored Personal
Development Plan which is reviewed regularly
by their supervising social worker and their PDP
is linked to the needs of the child or children in
placement and the payment for skills level they are
on. The training offered and taken up by Gateshead’s
carers is monitored and evaluated to ensure we are
providing our carers with the skills and knowledge
they need in order to support young people and
help them achieve the best possible outcomes.

Regular support groups for foster carers have
continued to take place covering a wide range of
relevant topics including Early Years, Advocacy,
Sexual Exploitation, Long Term Training and
Delegated Authority, with speakers regularly invited
to attend. They have proven to be very successful
with positive feedback from both foster carers and
invited speakers.

Monthly Bulletin
A monthly bulletin to carers about the Service and
its recruitment activity has been established. Carers
have been engaging with the bulletin and offering
to be involved in some of the recruitment initiatives.

Christmas Party and Summer Family Fun Day
A Family Fun Day took place in July at Cardinal Hume
School. Children were able to take part in a range of
activities including facepainting, bouncy castles and
football shoot outs, and there was the opportunity to
see a range of insects and small reptiles with the ‘Bug
Man.’ Feedback from the carers and young people that
attended was very positive and they would like this to
be an annual event.
Children enjoyed a visit from Santa at the annual
Christmas Party, and carers met for a Christmas coffee
morning, complete with mince pies and Christmas
raffle.
Carer Dawn Duffy who features in a video testimonial
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Foster Carer Awards Ceremony
The Fostering Service celebrated its 4th annual
Foster Carer Awards on 24 March 2015 which
recognises the dedication and hard work of all of
the council’s foster carers and thanks them for the
invaluable work they do. This year, a record number
of carers achieved their Level 3 Diploma for the
Children and Young People’s Workforce and 26
carers were awarded with their Training support and
development standards certificates.

Foster carer Pauline Mason with granddaughter
receiving Twenty Five Year Service Award from
Chief Executive Jane Robinson. Gateshead
Council has 12 carers who have been approved
for over 20 years, and 1 set of carers who have
been approved for 38 years.

Awards were also given for Support to the Service,
Outstanding Support to Children and Extra Mile
Awards based on nominations from Children’s social
workers, education and Health, who felt certain
carers had done particularly outstanding work on
behalf of the service or with the children in their
care.

New foster carers Andrea & Carl Bone receiving their
Welcome to the Service Award from Gateshead
Council’s Chief Executive Jane Robinson. 41 new sets
of carers were approved this year.

The ceremony was held at the Lancastrian Suite,
Federation Brewery and was compared by local
actress and Emmerdale star, Chelsea Halfpenny.
Over 350 guests attended the event including
the Mayor, Councillors, foster carers, their family
members, Looked After Young People, and officers
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Foster Carers Jacqueline Elliott and Harvey McConnell receiving their Outstanding Support to Children Award
from Councillor Angela Douglas. Following two placement breakdowns, Jacqueline and Harvey now care for a
young sibling group, with one boy having complex needs. The boys social worker nominated the couple for the
significant progress the child has made in this placement, thanks to the stability, routine and nurture provided.

Foster carers Helen and Michael Nelson receiving
their Extra Mile Award from Councillor Angela
Douglas. Helen and Michael Nelson are new carers.
Helen doesn’t drive but has worked really hard to
ensure that the children attend their clubs and out
of school activities, really putting herself out using
public transport. Helen recognised the children’s
faith is important to them. Although not practising
a particular faith herself, Helen has also ensured that
the children are able to continue with their faith by
identifying and taking them along to a suitable local
church and Sunday school.
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Some of the carers receiving their Level 3 Diploma for the Children and Young People’s Workforce and Training
support and development standards certificates.

Young singer Courtney Choppin performing with guitarist Max.

Foster carer Val Prince receiving her Support to t
he Service Award from Councillor Angela Douglas.
Val was one of five sets of carers who provided a
video testimonial about her experience of fostering.
Val allowed the film crew into her home to share
her best memories of fostering to encourage other
prospective carers to come forward.
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Fostering Panel
In broad terms the role of the Fostering Panel provides an independent perspective on the business of the
Fostering Service, informed by a range of expertise to monitor and quality assure social work practice in the
best interests of children and young people in foster care. It provides recommendations to the Agency Decision
Maker that accurately reflects the facts of the cases presented.
There is a need for Fostering Services to maintain a Central List of panel members consisting of a
multidisciplinary membership of experienced professionals. No business can be conducted by panel unless at
least the following people are present:
The Chair or one of the Vice-Chairs
One member who is a social worker (who may or may not be employed by the Fostering Service) with at least
3 years relevant post-qualifying experience
Three other members from the Central List

Gateshead’s fostering service continues to operate
2 panels per month, with membership being made
up from the central list. Each panel has a consistent
membership and is chaired by the same panel chair
to ensure consistency and continuity when dealing
with all panel business.

This ensures people are fully aware of the legislation
relating to panel, the function and running of panel
and the expectations on panel members. People
who have attended this training have given positive
feedback and feel that it has helped them in their
role as a panel member

All panel members have an annual panel review,
where they are consulted about their views, discuss
how they are developing their role on panel, identify
any areas of development and make suggestions on
how panel can be improved. The review is carried
out by Sue Holton - panel chair and Jill Little agency advisor.

Training is also provided to all Panel members
on a bi-annual basis. This year, the training has
primarily focused on the implementation of the
new Regulations, the Form F assessment process
and analysis, Foster Carer Review paperwork and the
long term matching process.

All new Panel members are given induction training,
which is held over a half day and covers Panel’s
statutory function and business as well as the
expectations of Panel members.

Following the retirement of Frances Powell in April
2015, new Service Director Deborah Patterson will
be appointed as Agency Decision Maker.
The panel met twenty four times during the year to
meet the increasing needs of the service.

At least one member of the panel must be independent (this can be the Chair or Vice-Chair) - Regulation 24 (1)

The UK National Standards for Foster Care 2011 (14.8)
recommends that:
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“…the number, skills, knowledge and experience of
persons on the central list are sufficient to enable
the fostering service to constitute panels that are
equipped to make competent recommendations to
the fostering service provider, taking into account
the nature of the children and carers that the service
caters for”
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ACTIVITY																

2014-2015

Form F assessments														

41

Connected person 														

9

De-registrations of foster carers 											

31

De-registrations of connected persons								

12

Change to approval category 											

8

Foster carer reviews														

52

Identification of children needing long term foster care				

10

Matching children and carers											
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Number of placements
The Service has acquired 41 new sets of non-connected person foster carers who can potentially offer up to
74 full time placements, if siblings can share a room. Panel have been flexible with their approval categories in
relation to the age range and have tried to approve people up to the age of 18 if they are in agreement with
this. They have recommended preferences in relation to the age range rather than being specific, which ensures
carers do not need to come back to panel if they take a slightly older or younger child than their preference.
In addition, 9 new sets of connected person foster carers were approved throughout the year, for a total of 14
children.

The de-registration of foster carers will continue to fluctuate and on average the service will de-register between
5 and 15% of it’s carers every year. This is similar to the national average and is monitored closely by the team
manager. It has been evident this year that 3 newly approved foster carers were de registered within 12 - 18
months of approval.
The service has looked at this and identified the following
•
•

Panel had identified some concerns but not enough to make a negative recommendation.
Assessments were undertaken by inexperienced agency Form F assessors

The service has implemented a more robust supervision policy for agency Form F assessors and panel have
looked at previous minutes to see if there can be any learning from these de registrations.

De-registrations
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The ‘Local Authority Fostering Services in England performance benchmark report 2013/14’ shows that
nationally 12% of foster carers left their service. In Gateshead 43 sets of foster carers were de-registered at panel,
equating to 22%, which is higher than any other year. The Service has had a high proportion of older foster
carers for some time so the high retirement rate has been expected.
As some of these older carers have offered no, or very limited placements over the past few years the actual
amount of placements the Service can offer has not decreased significantly. This number has been offset by the
high number of placements than new carers can offer.

REASON																		

NUMBER

Resignation																	

3

Retirement																	

4

Change of personal circumstances e.g. return to work, new partner			

0

Change in family circumstances e.g birth of child, adopted child			

9

Panel Feedback Forms
The agency has implemented feedback forms for
everyone attending panel. This includes all social
workers, prospective foster carers and approved
foster carers.

This feedback is being monitored by the Fostering
Team Manager and used to improve panel.
The feedback forms have largely identified that
people attending panel have a positive experience,
they feel that they are made to feel welcome and
the questions they are asked are relevant.

Allegations/concerns															7
Transferred to Supported Lodgings/Shared lives/staying put				

2

Residence Order or Special Guardianship Order for carer					

7

Connected person - rehabilitation home									

7

Impact on Family/Unable to mange fostering task						

4
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Carer Val Prince with grandchildren who feature in a video testimonial
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Service Development
In addition to working to implement any proposed
new governmental reforms to fostering practice,
the key areas for development within the Fostering
service are:
•	To review the Payment for Skills scheme and
ensure that it is working for both the Fostering
Service and foster carers. This will be undertaken
in the autumn of 2015.
•	To continue to develop the Staying Put scheme
which allows and supports young people
aged 18 and over to remain in their fostering
placements.
•	To work towards achieving targets for recruiting
carers, with the aim being a minimum of 30
fostering households each financial year.
•	To ensure that the recruitment strategy is robust
and that there is evidence that we are providing
a choice of appropriate placements for all
children.
•	To develop additional support and training for
carers considering taking complex teenagers.
•	To ensure that placement stability is improved
and achieved.
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•	Continued reduction of Independent Fostering
Placements.
•	To continue to monitor the Fostering Service
and evaluate all activities to ensure that the
best performance and outcomes possible are
achieved.
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Carers Malcolm and Jacqui Hedley who feature in a video testimonial
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TITLE OF REPORT:

Corporate Parenting
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
5 October 2015

TITLE OF REPORT:

The Physical & Emotional Wellbeing of Looked After
Children & Young People

REPORT OF:

David Bunce, Strategic Director, Care, Wellbeing and
Learning.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides a summary of the work and outcomes for the Looked After
Children and Young People Health Team in Gateshead 2014-15. Themes from
the team’s annual report are presented, including the work undertaken by
colleagues in sexual health, drug and alcohol services and Family Nurse
Partnership team. Priorities for the future year are also included.

Background
1.

The Looked After Children’s (LAC) Health Team has had another demanding
year. August 2014 saw an unannounced visit from Care Quality Commission
(CQC) who undertook a review of health services for Children Looked After
and Safeguarding in Gateshead. Recommendations for the Looked After
Children’s Health Team have all been actioned.

2.

In March 2015 two key documents relating to LAC and health provision were
updated and published: Promoting the health & wellbeing of looked after
children (DH / DfE 2015) and Looked After Children Knowledge, skills &
competencies of health care staff (RCN / RCPCH 2015). These documents
will support the review of the structure and service delivery of the Looked
After Children’s Health Team in Gateshead.

3.

The Looked After Children’s Health Team is commissioned by Newcastle
Gateshead Clinical Commissioning Group. The team consists of a
Designated Doctor LAC 6 sessions-including the role of medical advisor
adoption, who is employed by Gateshead Health NHS Foundation Trust. A
Designated Nurse LAC – Full Time, Medical Secretary – Full Time , LAC
Administrator- Full Time, who are all employed by South Tyneside NHS
Foundation Trust.

Activity
4.

The team recorded a total of 189 notifications of children and young people
coming into care in 2014-15 of which 161 had IHA’s completed. The
remaining 28 left care prior to having a health assessment for most the
health assessment process had begun and information collection,
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preparation of paperwork and on some occasions, appointments planned for
them.
5.

Our overall compliance for medical practitioners to complete the IHA (DH /
DfE 2015) was 96.9%

6.

The LAC Health Team were pleased with the yearly returns

Immunisations
Dental check
Annual health
assessment

2012
97.6%
94.8%
97.2%

2013
92.83%
89.81%
96.98%

2014
96.1%
87.9%
95.7%

National 2014
87.1
84.4
88.4

2015
97.6%
94.4%
96.6%

Initial health Assessments
7.

There is on-going monitoring of timeframes for completion of Initial Health
Assessments within 28 days (20 working days) (DH / DfE 2015).

8.

In 2014-15 we have achieved 51.2% compliance; this is a slight drop from
52% for the previous year.

9.

The LAC Health Team was able to offer IHA appointments to 95.6% of
children within 20 working days of consents being received. This was an
improvement on the previous year (79%).

10. Other challenges in meeting the time frame were delays in consent from
social workers (35.8%). This is reported to and reviewed by the Local
Authorities’ Performance and Monitoring group.
11. Other contributing delays:
 Combination of late consents and late appointments (2.5%)
 Late appointment (3.7%)
 Appointments not attended or cancelled by carers (6.8%)

Review Health Assessments
12. A total of 315 RHA’s were completed 2014-15. 86.1% of these were
completed within 28 days of their due date, many of which were completed
earlier.
Leaving Care
13. Leaving Care Health Consultations have in response to comments from CQC
been redesigned the new format is to be shared with young people to get
their views before being introduced.
14. There are plans to meet with Personal Advisors to support them in
strengthening their skills and knowledge on the health needs of LAC from 16
years onwards as they become involved at an earlier age with the aim to
strengthen transition.
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LAC Psychology
15. The LAC Health Team work with Children and Young Peoples Service
(CYPS) from Northumberland, Tyne and Wear NHS Foundation Trust
striving to ensure that our looked after children and young people remain a
priority group and receive appropriate interventions.
16. CYPs Services for Gateshead children, including looked after children have
realigned with Newcastle reflecting the alignment of the Clinical
Commissioning Groups. Within this service LAC are prioritised in the
‘disrupted childhood 1’ pathway.
17. The team has limited data from the service and would expect that this will be
available within the CYPS own Annual Report.
18. In 2014-15 the LAC Health Team continued to distribute the Strength &
Difficulty Questionnaire (SDQ). From April 2015 they will continue to
distribute it only in the Initial Health Assessments; this is a change of process
as the annual SDQ will be managed by the Local Authority. The scores will
be fed back to the health team for inclusion in the review health assessments
which will be an improvement in practice.
19. The mean score for the SDQ screening 2014-15 is 12.6 which remains the
same as the previous year.
Foetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder
20. Designated professionals are now both recognising the impact on LAC of
alcohol exposure pre-birth. And in the absence of a regional service are
undertaking assessment and diagnosis.
21.

The children present with significant emotional, behavioural and learning
problems for which there is no specific service provided by CYPs

22.

There is a 2 way referral route between the LAC Health Team and CYPs to
address the mental health needs of LAC and support needs of carers and a
diagnostic pathway is being developed.

Drug & Alcohol services
23. Drug and alcohol services were re-commissioned in November 2014 and
services are now provided by Platform Gateshead (Part of DISC). The team
have a themed lead for LAC and continue to provide 1:1 interventions and
arrange ‘drop ins’ at Edenview Children’s home. Training and advice is
offered to carers and to professionals working with looked after children.
24. A new screening tool used in health assessments has seen an increase in
referrals to the service.
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25. Statistics are only available from the 3rd November 2014. During this period
there were 15 referrals for LAC.
12 received psychosocial interventions.
2 received education work
1 did not engage due to having several professionals involved and feeling
overwhelmed.
26. From this data substance of choice appear to be alcohol and mephedrone
with cannabis still a feature.
Sexual Health Services
27. Looked after young people are encouraged to access generic sexual health
services in their area as required. Those young people identified as in need
of specialist intervention are looked at on an individual basis and
professionals work together to ensure their identified needs are met.
28. Carers are promoted to encourage young people to attend sexual health
services as required.
29. Links with the Specialist Teenage Pregnancy and Option Advisor remain
robust and she continues to offer advice to young people and staff/carers.
She will offer domiciliary visits as required and had 62 domiciliary contact
with LAC 2014-15
30. There were a total of five known pregnancies within this period of looked
after young women up to 18 years of age.






One 16 year old came into care when pregnant and left with her child to
live with her partner.
One 14 year old who remains in foster care with her child.
One 17 year old who remains in foster are with her child
One girl 17 when pregnancy confirmed – had her child when 18 as a
care leaver.
One 15 year old who decided not to progress with the pregnancy.

31. Four young mums continue to have care of their babies as of 31 March 2015
32. Four young mums have been involved with the family Nurse Partnership
service. One girl had on-going support offered although the baby was not
placed in her care. One girl was unable to access the service as no capacity
due to high demand
33. One young dad was identified aged 16.

Fostering & Adoption
34. The Designated Doctor and Designated Nurse attended 21 foster panels and
medical advice was provided to 3, which they were unable to attend.
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35. There has been a significant rise in the number of foster carers assessed
and approved during the year resulting in a total of 244 adult medicals
requiring advice. (136 previous year)
36. Adoption work is undertaken by the Designated Doctor LAC as Medical
Advisor. 49 adoptive medicals were undertaken and advice was prepared
for the agency decision maker on 28 children where a plan for adoption was
considered.
37. 34 children were progressed and adopted in the year.
38. The Medical Advisor attended a number of preparation groups to discuss the
complex health needs of children placed for adoption.
39. The medical advisor reviewed total of 44 adult medicals with advice being
provided to the agency and the panel.
40. Nine of 13 Adoption Panels were attended by the Medical Advisor, with
written comprehensive advice being provided for the remaining 4 panels
2014-15.
Training
41. The team has continued to offer a variety of training to foster carers: Foetal
Alcohol Syndrome, Healthy Care co delivered with a foster carer and
continue to promote training from other health services.
42. Level 3 safeguarding training is provided to professionals in South Tyneside
NHS Foundation Trust including Gateshead community healthcare staff,
Gateshead Health Care Trust and GPs who are directly involved in providing
health care to looked after children and young people.
Team Developments
43. The inclusion of health assessments for looked after children in the
Responsible Commissioner Guidance (2013) is a consideration for the team
as there were 133 of our LAC placed outside the borough (end March 2015).
There is an expectation that the team will undertake the majority of health
assessments for LAC who are placed regionally. Requests for 37 health
assessments for Gateshead LAC placed further afield were coordinated
2014-15.
44. The team has introduced GP information into the review health assessment
process.
45. There is on-going work to develop a Young people’s user strategy for South
Tyneside NHS Foundation Trust.
46. A Health Care Pathway has been completed to support health staff involved
with LAC, and a concise version made available to carers.
47.

The team have completed audits on

Quality of Initial Health Assessments

Quality of Review Health Assessments
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Young People’s views on health assessments

The recommendations from these audits have strengthened the training for
practitioners undertaking health assessment which has been redesigned to
be delivered to both medical and nursing staff.

Priorities 2015-16
48. It is hoped that the business plan being considered by Newcastle Gateshead
CCG and South Tyneside Foundation NHS Trust will add resources to
strengthen the team and support them in fulfilling their functions.
49.

Review the service provision against Promoting the health & well-being of
looked after children Statutory Guidance (DH / DfE 2015) and the updated
Intercollegiate document (RCN / RCPCH 2015)

50.

To develop a regional pathway for the diagnosis and management
children with Foetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder.

51.

Develop a new young people’s leaflet with looked after children & young
people to include contact details for the team.

52.

Continue to work with the local Authority to improve initial health assessment
timeframes.

of

Dept Health & Dept.for
2015 Statutory Guidance on Promoting the Health
Education (DH / DfE)
& Well being of Looked After Children
National institute for 2013 Promoting the Quality of Life for Looked After
Health
&
Clinical
Children & Young People- public health
Excellence (NICE)
guidance 28-(recommendation 48)
Department of Health
2013 Responsible Commissioner: Payment by
results
Guidance
2013-14;
Health
assessments for LAC
Royal College of Nursing 2015 LAC, Knowledge, skills & competencies of
& Royal College of
health care staff. Intercollegiate role
Paediatricians and
framework.
community health (RCN
/ RCPCH )

Recommendation
It is requested that the Corporate Parenting Overview and Scrutiny Committee
consider and comment on the content of this report.
_________________________________________________________________
Contact
Linda Hubbucks
Designated Nurse - Looked After Children & Young People Gateshead.
0191 2834563
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